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Atomic slide puzzle: Self-diffusion of an impure atom
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In a series of recent papers@Phys. Rev. Lett.86, 1562~2001!; Nature~London! 408, 665~2000!# van Gastel
and co-workers have presented what may be the first experimental evidence, based on a series of scanning
tunnel microscope images, that impure, Indium atoms, embedded into the first, close-packed layer of a Cu~001!
surface, are not localized but make concerted, long excursions. Such excursions occur due to continuous
reshuffling of the surface following the position exchanges of both impure and host Cu atoms with the
naturally occurring surface vacancies. van Gastel and co-workers have also formulated an original lattice-gas
type model with asymmetric exchange probabilities, whose numerical solution is in a good agreement with the
experimental data. In this paper we propose an exact lattice solution of several versions of this model.
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Surface mobility is usually believed to be localized in t
vicinity of the terrace steps and kinks of crystal surfac
These sites form the natural locations for atoms to attac
or to detach from the terraces; the diffusion of adatoms al
or between the steps is known to induce their roughening
is responsible for the two-dimensional diffusive motion
adatom and vacancy islands@1–4#. By contrast, the atoms
within the close-packed terraces that are not in the immed
vicinity of steps have often been considered as immo
since they are tightly packed by their neighbors. Althou
some suggestions have been made that the surface vaca
may diffusive themselves within the surface layers~see, e.g.,
Ref. @5#!, up to a very recent time there were no experimen
techniques allowing for the direct observation of the diff
sion of vacancies or atoms within the close-packed surfa

In a recent Letter and two accompanying papers, van G
tel and co-workers@6–8# presented an indirect experiment
evidence that, remarkably, the atoms of the close-packed
faces do undergo themselves continuous random motion.
set of ingenious scanning tunnel microscope~STM! experi-
ments, van Gastel and co-workers@6–8# have managed to
introduce impure~Indium! atoms within the first layer of a
Cu~001! surface and were able to follow their positions
analyzing the series of consecutive STM images. They fo
that the embedded In atoms make concerted, long excurs
within the first surface layer, which motion can be only e
plained~see Refs.@6–8# for more details! by continuous re-
shuffling of the surface in a way which resembles a sl
puzzle due to position exchanges of both the Cu and In
oms with the naturally occurring surface vacancies@9#.

van Gastel and co-workers@6,7# also proposed a simpl
model describing the In atom dynamics. In this model,
authors considered a terrace on a stepped Cu surface
finite square lattice allL3L sites of which except two are
filled with Cu atoms; the In atom is initially placed at th
lattice origin and the vacancy, at one of the adjacent si
Both In and Cu atoms move randomly along the lattice
exchanging their positions with the vacancy, whose rand
walk terminates~and may reappear again! as soon as it
reaches the lattice boundary.
1063-651X/2001/64~2!/020103~4!/$20.00 64 0201
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A salient feature of the physical situation is that, due
the difference of the Cu-Cu and the Cu-In interactions,
vacancy being at the adjacent to the In atom site has a p
erence to exchange its position with the In atom, compa
to three adjacent Cu atoms. The chemical specificity of
oms is then taken into account by introducing unequal h
ping probabilities; that is, in case when one of atoms ad
cent to the vacancy is the In atom, the vacancy exchange
position with the latter or with one of three Cu atoms wi
the probabilities

pIn5
1

4
~11e!, pCu5

1

4 S 12
e

3D , ~1!

respectively. For the chemical species under study and a
room temperature the asymmetry parametere assumes the
valuee* 5321026, according to the embedded atom mod
calculations@6#. In case when all four adjacent to the v
cancy atoms are the Cu atoms, the vacancy exchange
position with any of them with the probability51/4. As a
matter of fact, numerical simulations@6# show that the dif-
ference in the exchange probabilities has a significant imp
on the In atom displacements: the average length of ex
sions is 2.2 times larger than in thee50 case. Monte Carlo
simulations of this model produce the results which are i
good agreement with the experimentally obtained ju
length distribution @7# and, hence, confirm the vacanc
assisted mechanism of the In atom dynamics propose
Ref. @6#.

Exact solution of this model is known only in the lim
e50 @10# ~see also Ref.@11# for the analysis in case o
arbitrary vacancy concentrationsr). van Gastel and co-
workers @6,7# have, however, furnished an approxima
continuous-space solution for the jump length distributi
function supposing that the boundary conditions associa
with the vacancy creation-annihilation appearing at the
race edges can be modeled by introducing some,a priori
given vacancy lifetime. Despite the fact that it is possible
find such values of this heuristic parameter at which the
tained results for the jump length probability distributio
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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agree quite well with the experimental ones, it is, howev
difficult to claim that such a comparison can provide me
ingful values of other physical parameters. Clearly, an
sumption that the vacancy can spontaneously disappe
any lattice point, not necessarily at the terrace edges, m
be a useful simplification but is not controllable. On the oth
hand, it is well-known that in two-dimensions th
continuous-space description may incur significant errors
the numerical factors, which will result in modified values
the physical parameters. Last, the continuous-space appr
is hardly appropriate for studying the probability distrib
tions on scales of order of several lattice spacings only. C
sequently, for meaningful interpretation of the experimen
data an exact lattice solution of the model is highly desirab

In this Rapid Communication we present an exact latt
solution of several versions of the model introduced by v
Gastel and co-workers@6–8# for arbitrary values of the pa
rametere, 21<e,3, where positive~negative! values ofe
correspond to the physical situation in which the In atom
a preference~reduced probability! for the position exchange
with the vacancy. More specifically, we consider a situat
with a single vacancy performing the just described rand
walk on a finite lattice with periodic boundary condition
which mimic annihilation-creation of the vacancy at the t
race boundaries and also solve the case with a single vac
and L5`, which is appropriate for evaluation of the tra
sient dynamics. We note that in view of a very low conce
tration r of the vacancies@9#, this transient regime may b
very important and may persist over a wide time range.
both situations we determine exactly the leading long-ti
asymptotical behavior of the mean-square displacem
~MSD! and the diffusivity of a single In atom, as well as
the probability that the In atom appears at positionX at time
momentt. All our results will be presented in dimensionle
form as functions of the discrete timen and for the lattice
spacing set equal to unity. Dimension-dependent for
can be obtained by rescalingn→t/Dt and X→X/s, where
Dt ('1028 s) is the typical time interval between succe
sive jumps ands ('2.5 Å ) is the intersite distance@6#.

We begin with more precise definition of the model. Co
sider a two-dimensional periodic in both thex1 andx2 direc-
tions, square lattice of unit spacing allL3L sites of which
except two~a vacancy and an In atom! are filled by Cu atoms
~see Fig. 1!. The In atom is placed initially at the origin
while the vacancy is at position with the vectorY5e21 .
Here,en , nP$61,62%, denotes unit lattice vectors;e1 (e21)
is the unit vector in the positive~negative! x1 direction,
while e2 (e22) is the unit vector in the positive~negative! x2
direction.

Next, at each tick of the clock,n51,2,3, . . . , avacancy
exchanges its position with one of four neighboring ato
according to the probabilities defined in Eqs.~1!. That is, it
has a preference~or, on contrary, a reduced probability fo
e,0) to exchange its position with the In atom, when th
one is at the neighboring site, and no preference for
change with any of atoms when all four adjacent to the
cancy sites are occupied by the Cu atoms. Hence, the
cancy moves randomly displacing the atoms in its pa
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including the In atom; apart from four ‘‘defective’’ sites ad
jacent to the In atom, it performs conventional symmet
random walk.

Let Pn(X) be the probability that the In atom, whic
starts its random walk at the origin, appears at the siteX at
time momentn, given that the vacancy is initially at the sit
e21 . Then, following the approach of Ref.@10#, we write
down the equation obeyed byPn(X) as:

Pn~X!5 (
p51

1`

(
m151

1`

. . . (
mp51

1`

(
mp1150

1`

(
n1

. . . (
np

3S 12 (
j 50

mp11

F j~0u2enp
!DFm1

~0uen1
ue21!

3S )
i 52

p

Fmi
~0uen i

u2en i21!D dm11 . . . 1mp11 ,n

3den1
1 . . . 1enp

,X1dX,0S 12(
j 50

n

F j~0ue21!D ,

~2!

where Fn(0uem) is the probability that the vacancy, whic
starts its random walk at the siteem , arrives at the origin0
for the first time at thenth step, whileFn(0uenuem) stands for
the conditionalprobability that the vacancy, which starts i
random walk at the siteem , appears at the origin for the firs
time at thenth step, being at the (n21)th step at the siteen .

General solution of Eq.~2! can be written down in form
of the following contour integral~see Refs.@10# and @12#!:

Pn~X!5
2 i

~2p!3 RC

dj

jn11E dkei (k•X)Pj~k!, ~3!

where the contour of integrationC encircles the origin coun-
terclockwise, (k•X) denotes the scalar product, and

FIG. 1. An illustration of the vacancy-assisted diffusion mech
nism of the In atom~black sphere! on a lattice filled with the Cu
atoms~grey spheres!. The arrows depict the asymmetric hoppin
probabilities of the In and Cu atoms.
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Pj~k!5
1

12j F11D j
21~k!(

m
Uj

(m)~k!Fj~0uemue21!G
~4!

In Eq. ~4! Dj(k) denotes the following determinant:

Dj~k![det@ I2Tj~k!#, ~5!

the elements„Tj(k)…n,m of the 434 matrix Tj(k) obey

~Tj~k!!n,m[exp@ i ~k•en!#Fj~0uenue2m!, ~6!

the indices n and m assume successively the values
21,2,22; Fj(0uenue2m) is the generating function of th
conditional first-visit probabilityFn(0uenue2m), i.e.,

Fj~0uenue2m![ (
n50

`

Fn~0uenue2m!jn, ~7!

and the matrixUj
(m)(k) is given by

Uj
(m)~k!

Dj~k!
[ei (k•em)(

n
~12e2 i (k•en)!@ I2Tj~k!#n,m

21 . ~8!

In turn, the MSD of the In atom is defined as

X2̄[4Dn~e!n[
i

2p R
C

dj

jn11

d2Pj~k!

dk2
u uku50 , ~9!

wherePj(k) is determined by Eq.~4!.
We note now that as far as we are interested only in

leading large-n behavior ofPn(X) and of the MSD, we may
constrain ourselves to the study of the asymptotic beha
of the generating functionP̃(tr )(k;j) in the vicinity of its
singular point nearest toj50. Omitting the details of
straightforward, but rather tedious calculations, we find t
the leading, in the combinedk→0 andj→12 limit, behav-
ior of Dj(k) follows

Dj~k!5F1~e!k21F2~e!~12j!1•••, ~10!

where

F1~e!52
~p22!~p12L2!~e23!2

2~5pe216e23p!

3
~214eL216peL227pe16pL226L223p!

~~8e23pe23p!L214pe!2

~11!

and

F2~e!5
2~p22!~32e!~~32e!L215e23!

3~11e!~16e25pe13p!

3
@~14e26pe26p16!L217pe13p#2

~~8e23pe23p!L214pe!2
.

~12!
02010
,

e

or

t

Then, substituting these expressions into Eqs.~4! and~9!,
and noticing that

(
m

Uj
(m)~k!Fj~0uemue21!5F1~e!k21•••, ~13!

we find that asn→`, the diffusivity Dn(e) of the In atom,
Eq. ~9!, tends to a constant value

D~e!5
3~11e!~32e!

4~~32e!L215e23!

3
~p12L2!

@~6pe214e16p26!L227pe23p#
.

~14!

Note thatD(e) appears to be a non-trivial, non-monotono
function of the parametere ~see Fig. 2!; D(e) attains a maxi-
mal value whene5ec'3212Ap22/L, and is exactly
equal to zero fore521 ande53. In the casee521, the In
atom does not move at all, since it is not allowed to chan
its position with the vacancy, while in thee53 case it gets
localized because at each time step it is forced to excha
its position with the single available vacancy. Note that su
a ‘‘localization effect’’ for e53 is, of course, specific to the
situation with a single available vacancy; as a matter of fa
the indium atom can get delocalized already if a second
cancy is present. Consequently, the result in Eq.~14! con-
cerns only the leading atr50 behavior. For finite but smal
r, there should be a correction term to Eq.~14! proportional
to r2. On the other hand, in view of a very small concent
tion of the naturally occurring vacancies@9#, observation of
such correction terms@nonzero values ofD(e53)# would
require very large observation times. Note also that the r
D(e5e* )/D(e50) is approximately equal to 1.8 for terrac
width L5400, which shows that, indeed, asymmetric e
change probabilities have also a strong effect on the In a
diffusivity, not only on the average excursion length@6#.

FIG. 2. Plot ofD(e), Eq. ~14!, vs the parametere for different
values of the terrace width. The solid line corresponds toL515,
the dashed line toL540, and the dotted line toL5600, respec-
tively. For notational convenienceD(e) is multiplied by the terrace
areaL2.
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Last, following Ref.@10#, we get from Eqs.~3! and ~4!,
and the asymptotical expansions in Eqs.~10! to ~13!, that for
sufficiently largen, such thatL2 ln(L)!n!L4, the scaling
variablesj15x1 /D(e)n and j25x2 /D(e)n are distributed
according to a Gaussian law:

P~j1 ,j2!5~2p!21 exp@2~j1
21j2

2!/2#. ~15!

We turn now to the caseL5`, which will allow us to
obtain a meaningful transient behavior. Again, omitting t
details of calculations, we find that the leading, in the co
binedk→0 andj→12 limit, behavior ofDj(k) obeys:

Dj~k!5F̃1~e!k22F̃2~e!@ ln~12j!#211•••, ~16!

where

F̃1~e!522
~p22!~e23!2~3pe27e13p23!

~5pe216e23p!~3pe28e13p!2
, ~17!

and

F̃2~e!52
8p~p22!~e23!2~3pe27e13p23!2

3~11e!~5pe216e23p!~3pe28e13p!2
,

~18!

while the sum(mUj
(m)(k)Fj(0uemue21) still obeys Eq.~13!

with F1(e) replaced byF̃1(e). Consequently, we find that in
the leading inn order the diffusivity of the indium atom
obeys, fore,3,

Dn~e!;
3~11e!

p~3pe27e13p23!

ln~n!

n
, ~19!
ys

s

la,

t,

o
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d
ol

02010
-

andDn(e53)50. Hence,Dn(e) is a monotonically growing
function of e for e,3, and is discontinuous ate53. The
ratio Dn(e5e* )/Dn(e50) is now of order of 1.9, which
shows that also for infinite lattices asymmetric exchan
probabilities enhance the In diffusivity.

Finally, similarly to the approach of Ref.@10#, we derive
from Eqs. ~3! and ~4!, and the asymptotical expansions
Eqs. ~16! to ~18!, the asymptotic form of the probability
distribution Pn(X). We find that asn→`, the distribution
function of two scaling variables

h1,25S 4p@~3p27!e13~p21!#

3~11e!
ln~n! D 1/2

x1,2, ~20!

converges to a limiting, non-Gaussian form,

P~h1 ,h2!5
1

2p
K0~Ah1

21h2
2!, ~21!

whereK0 is the modified Bessel function of the zeroth ord
Note that fore50, the results in Eqs.~15!, ~20!, and~21!, as
well asDn(e) in Eqs.~14! and ~19!, coincide with the ones
obtained in Ref.@10#.

In conclusion, we have presented here an exact lat
solution of several versions of the model originally devis
by van Gastel and co-workers@6–8# to describe dynamics o
an impure Indium atom within the first layer of a Cu~001!
surface. We have evaluated, for arbitrary values of the as
metry parametere, the long-time asymptotical behavior o
the impure atom MSD, as well as the limiting scaling form
of the probability distribution. Our analytical results can
useful for further interpretation of the experimental data
dynamics of impure atoms in close-packed surface layer
en-

sur-
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